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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall deal with a first-order linear partial differential operator 
whose coefficients cl’ (0 < j < N) arc complex-valued Cx functions in an open 
subset .G? of RN, A: > 2. We denote by L, the complex vector field L, = Cy=, 
c’(x)(aja#j, and assume that L is of principal type, i.e., satisfies the condition 
L, does not vanish in Q~ (1.2) 
Let 2 be a smooth hypersurface of 52, p E Z and + a smooth, real-valued function 
in f2, so that, in a neighborhood U of p, U n .E = (C(x) = +fp)>. We recall that C 
is said to be noncharacteristic with respect to L at the point p if 
Lo&p) f  0. (1.3) 
We further recall that one says that there is uniqueness in the (local, non- 
characteristic) Cauchy problem if given a hypersurface Z of -Q, and a point p E Z 
at which .Z is noncharacteristic, to every neighborhood U of p in which Z is 
reprcsentcd by (+(r) = 0}, 4(p) = 0, d#(p) # 0, there is a neighborhood 
U’ C U, of p, such that the following is true: 
for all 21 E S(U) such that supp tc C {4(x) 3 O), IA = 0 
ifi. U, it follows Sat u T 0 in u’. (1.4) 
When the operator& given by (1.1) h as in addition to (1.2), the local solvability 
property (P), M. Strauss and F. ‘E-eves, [3], p roved that there is uniqueness 
1 The nuthors were partly supported hy CNPq (Brazil). 
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in the local noncharacteristic Cauchy problem in the class of Cr functions. 
We recall that L has property (g) if: 
for all x,, E Q!, and every complex number x such that 
Re(.zL,)(x,) $10, there is a nekhborhood V of x,, 
such that Tm XL, does not change direction along 
any characteristic cwve of Re zL, contained in I’. 
Property (“P) is known to be invariant by change of coordinates and also by 
multiplication by a nonvanishing factor (see [2]). 
In the present article we prove 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose tlmt L is given by (1.1) md PeriJies (1.2) and (5P). 
Then there is uniqueness in the local nonchmacteristic Cauchy problem for L. 
We prove Theorem 1.1 by the following method: First we show that there 
is uniqueness in the continuation of singularities across the complement of the 
“critical set” (see Definition 2.1) using a class of parametrices devised by Treves 
in [4]. Since Theorem 1.1 is known to be true for Cr functions, we are only left 
with the “critical set” where the Cauchy problem can be treated directly. 
2. OUTSIDE THE CRITICAL SET 
As we already said, the operators considered will always be of principal type 
and will verify (.“P). By localization, appropriate choice of coordinates and 
division by a nonvanishing factor (on this we refer to [2]), one is led to consider 
operators of the form: 
L = i - i 2 bj(x, t) & + c(x, t) (= L, + c), 
j=l 
(2-l) 
where c and the real-valued functions bj( 1 <cj < n = N - 1) are smooth 
functions defined in a cylinder D = Q,, x (-T, T), Q, C R”, a neighborhood 
of the origin, and T > 0. Theorem 1.1 then becomes: 
THEOREM 2.1. If  u E 9(Q) is such that supp u C Q, x [0, T) and Lzc = 0 
in Q, it follozus that u = 0 in 9. 
We are going to need 
DEFINITION 2.1. We call ,A’” = (x E s2, : CT=, b,2(x, t) = 0 for all 0 < t < T) 
the critical set. 
We observe that the definition of N is slightly different from that one given 
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in [3]. It is a consequence of (9) that, outside N, there are smooth real functions 
Al,..., v,(x), such that xy=t njs(x) = 1 and 
In particular if x,, # .N, we may perform a change of x-coordinates in a neigh- 
borhood ri, of x0 so that L,, has the form 
From now on we set x = xl and regard x2,..., xn as parameters, that is, we focus 
our attention on a two-variable operator 
r 
L = g - qx, t) g -t c(a, t) (2.2) 
defined in W, with b(x, t) > 0 everywhere, In view of the hypothesis and the 
results in [4], to every point p E W, there is an open neighborhood U(p),and a 
parametrix of %L (the formal transpose of L), that is, a kernel distribution, 
K(x, t, x’, t’) in U(p) x U(p) such that 
*I+, t, a, , a,) Iqx, t, Xf, t’) = sex - x’, t ~- f’j + qx, f, d, t’j, (2.3) 
having the following properties: 
1. K(x, t, x’, t’) is separately regular with respect to (x, t) and 
with respect to (x’, t’). (2.4) 
2. R(x, t, x’, t’) is a Cl function in U(p) X LQ). 
Of course, one can not prove that K(x, t, x’, t’) is smooth off the diagonal in 
U(p) x U(p), since L is not hypoelliptic, in general. 
We describe in more detail the parametrix K assuming that p = (0, 0), 
U, = u,, = (-8, 8) x (-T, T). Furthermore we assume that tL = -Lo = 
--zit + i 6(x, t)a, . Since L is locally solvable in Cr (see [5]), we can always 
achieve that, by a change of dependent variable. Applying Lemma B.2 in [4], 
we select Cm complex-valued functions +(x, t, t’), K(x, t, t’), verifying for all 
/x\<S,/tj,jt’\<T: 
I&x, t, t’) - x - f  B(x, t, t’) j < const. ( B(x, t, t’)l”, (2.ti) 
5Q5/33/2-7 
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I& $ & (k, - ib(x, t) $) j < const 1 B(x, t, zT’)[~-~+-~, if 01 + r + s < 1, 
(2.7) 
] k(x, t, t’) - 1 1 < const 1 B(x, t, t’)js, (2.8) 
where 
B(x, t, t’) = c,; b(x, s) ds. (2.9) 
It is assumed that T is small enough so as to have in (2.6) const 1 23(x, t, t’)j2 < 
8 j B(x, t, t’)l; in particular 
@3(x, t, t’) < Im 4(x, t, t’) < $B(x, t, t’) if t > t’, (2.10) 
@3(x, t, t’) < Im $(x, t, t’) < &B(x, t, t’) if t < t’. (2.11) 
We also remark that (2.6), (2.8) imply that +(x, t, t) = x and Iz(x, t, t) = 1. 
Now we take K of the form 
Ku@, t) = & j-o+m f, eid(s*t*t’)%(x, t, t’) zi((, t’) dt’ dc 
1 o = 
-- 
s s h -03 t 
ei~(~*t*t’%(x, t, t’) a(.$, t’) dt’ df, u E Ccm( U,,). (2.12) 
Here a([, t’) denotes the Fourier transform of II relative to x:. We observe that 
< Im+ 2 0 in each integral and that K maps Cc”(U,) in Cm(U,). A simple 
calculation shows that the kernel distribution K(x, t, x’, t’) associated to K is 
given by 
qx, t, f) Ktx> t,~‘3 t’) = 2ticxt _ +, t, tt)) if Im$(x, t, t’) # 0 
= 4% t, t’) [&P * v  - Re$@, ; f) _ XI 
+ $3(x’ - Re (b(x, t, t’)(H(t - t’) - H(t’ - t))], 
if Im$(x, t, t’) = 0, (2.13) 
where H is the Heaviside function, S the Dirac measure in one variable, and 
of course 
It follows from inspection of (2.13) that K(x, t, x’, t’) is smooth outside the 
set Ll = {I x’ - +(x, t, t’)l = 01. 
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On the other hand, 
--LKu(x, t) = 21(x, t) 
+ -& (jo+m j:, - jIm r) [isL,($)h + Lo(h)[eiecz,t,t’).~(E, t’)dt’dC 
= u(-r, t) + Ru(w, t>. (2.14) 
Using estimates (2.5) to (2.8) for La($), L,(R), th e k ernel distribution associated 
to R is easily shown to belong to C1( u0 x U,,). 
Now we start proving some lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let L be given by (2.2). Assume that tL = L, , b > 0, and ief 
6 > 0, T > 0 be szcch that the localparametrix (2.12) is dejned irt U = (-8,s) x 
(- T, T). Assumefurthumore that b(x, t) does not vanish o~z the set ((x, t): 1x1 < 8, 
t = T or t = -T). Then ;f u E 9’(U), supp 21 C (-4, S) x [0, T) arzd Lzc = 0 
in U, u must vanish identically in U. 
Proof. As mentioned before it is enough to prove that u E Cl(U). Let 
(x0 3 0 t ) be an arbitrary point in U and select 7 > 0, E > 0 so that / t + T 1 < 77 
implies b(x, t) 3 C, j t - T j < 77 implies b(x, t) >, E, and to E (-T f  -q, T-7). 
Next, choose a function a(t) f  Cca(- T, T), equal to one in (- 7’ + 7, T - 7). 
Finally take /3(z) E C,“(--6, S), equal to one in a neighborhood of x0. The 
transpose tK of R maps &‘( 77) into g’(V). Given v  E G’(ET), we have 
-th7Lz~ = v  + w, with w E P(U). 
Taking v  = dt) /3(x) u(x, t), and using the fact that Lu = 0, we get 
-c&l = vq(cLy3 + cdp+] + w. (2.15) 
We claim that whenever (x’, t’) E supp(ol;B + a/3’), the point (x0, to f  x’, t’) does 
not meet the singular support of tK(~, t, x’, t’). We recall that the latter set is 
contained in A* = ((x, t, x’, t’): 1+(x’, t’, t) - x ( = 01. If  a’(t’) # 0, 
/ j-I” 4x> 4 A j 3 P > 0 
(by the choice of a(t)) so 1 Im $(x’, t’, to)1 3 i-p, and (x’, f’, x0 , to) $ A*, whatever 
/ x’ / < 6. Now suppose that p’(x’) # 0, so in particular -x0 f  x’. I f  for any 
! t’ 1 < T, Im $(x’, t’, to) = 0, it follows from (2.10), (2.1 I), that $i b(x’, s)ds = 0, 
so b(x’, s) = 0 for every s in the interval I joining t, to t’. Using (2.5), we derive 
that &(x’, s, to) = 0, s E I; so +(A!, t’, to) =9(x’, to , to) = x’. Hence \ $(.z’, t’, t,)- 
x0 j = 1 x’ - x0 ! + 0 and (x0 , t, , x’, t’) 4 A*. Since .A* is closed, there is a 
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neighborhood V of (X a , t,) in U so that (V x supp(~‘/3 + ap.‘)) n A* = 0 . 
We conclude that @zc, hence, U, is 0 in a neighborhood of (~a , t,,). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L be given by (2.2), with b > 0 and suppose that U, 6, T 
aye as in Lemma 2.1 Then, ;f II E 9’(U), supp u C (-S, 6) x [0, T) and Lu = 0 
in U, it follows tlzat u vanishes identical& in U. 
Proof. Since u vanishes for t negative, we can always redefine b(x, t), so as 
to insure that b(x, -T) = 1 > 0; therefore we need only look at t > 0 to 
check whether L fits the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1. 
Set 
and define 
ya: = (T > 0 : b(x, T) > 0}, 
ps = {T 2 0 : (x, T) E supp 24) 
The functions p(x), j?(* ) 2: are lower semicontinuous, and in view of Lemma 2.1, 
it follows that supp u C Ulrl<S [p(x), T), which can be expressed by 
P(4 G PC+ (2.17) 
Take x,, E (--6, S) and assume that there is an E > 0 such that /3(x) > /3(x,,) + E 
for j x - zca j < E. Then in the square A = (x0 - E, q, + l ) x (/3(x,,) - E, 
~(x,,) + E), u will have its support contained in the segment x = x,, . Now the 
proof of Proposition 3.1 implies that u vanishes identically in A, thus contradicting 
the definition of p(xJ. In other words, for every x,, E (--6, 6) there is a sequence 
X, converging to x,, with /3(x,) converging to &~a). Since b(x, t) vanishes in each 
interval l-&Q,>, Y’J and those intervals accumulate at [fi(@, T), it follows easily 
that 6(x, t) vanishes of infinite order on [/3(x0), T). This proves that 6(x, t) 
vanishes of infinite order on supp u and the equation Lu = 0 reduces to 
(8, + c)u = 0, whence u = 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. LetL begiven by (2.2), b(x, t) 3 0, and let 8, T > 0, be arbitrary. 
If U = (-8,s) x (-T, T), u E 9’(U), Lu = 0 in U and supp u C (--6, 6) x 
[0, T), it follows that u vanishes identically in U. 
Proof. Take 6’ < 6 and set 
TI = sup{7 : u vanishes in (-S’, S’) x (- T, T)). 
In view of Lemma 2.2, a compactness argument shows that TI > 0. I f  TI were 
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smaller than T, the same argument applied to a(x, t) = U(X, t - Tr) would prove 
that Z’ had to vanish on (---a’, 8’) x (-T - Ti , E) for a. certain E > 0, a con- 
tradiction. Since 6’ is arbitrary, u E 0. 
I,EMMA 2.4. Let L, u be as in Theorem 2.1. Thtih supp zl C X x [0, T). 
Proof. Let x,, 4 JV. In a neighborhood U of x0 we may change the r-variables 
so that L = a/at - &(x1, x2 ,..., N”, t) a/&i f  c(x, tj in lJ x (- T, T) and 
b(x, t) > 0. Now Lemma 2.3 applies to derive that u vanishes in (J’ x (- T, T). 
3. INSIDE THE CRITICAL SET 
In this section, we consider an operator 
L = f + i jJ bj(x, t) & + c(.r, t) 
j=l 
(3.1) 
with smooth coefficients, bj(x, “) real functions, j = 1,. . . , n, defined in a cylinder 
9 = s2, x (-T, T), J&, C Iw”. No other restrictions are made on the coefficients, 
in particular L does not verify, in general, property (p). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Consider the operator 13.1 j and the subset A” of Definition 
2.1. I’ u E 9’(Q), Lu = 0 in Q and supp u C .N x [O, T), it foZZom that u 
vanishes identically in 9. 
Before entering the proof of Proposition 3.1, we observe that it implies, 
together with Lemma 2.4, that Theorem 2.1 holds. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A subset F C [Wn+l will be called thin at the point p E F, 
if there exist local coordinates (xl,..., x”, y) = (x’, y) in a neighborhood U of p, 
and smooth real functions q.(x), k = O,..., m - 1, such. that 
i) xi(p) = y(p) = 0,j = I ,...> 9z 
ii) al,(O) = 0, K = O,..., tiz - 1 
iii) F n UC ((x, y) : y” -1 ani-l(x)yn+l -+ ... f  aO(x) = 01. 
(3.2) 
DEFINITION 3.2. If  F is thin at the point p, we define ~(p, F) as the least 
positive integer m, such that (3.2) holds. IfF is not thin at p, we set ~(p, F) = cx). 
We observe that v(p, F) = 1 implies that F is contained in a hypersurface in 
a neighborhood of p and also that I@, F) < I@, G) if p E F C G. 
LEhlMA 3.1. Let p EF C Rnil, f  E Cs(llW1), real-valued. rf F C (q E &P+l: 
f(q) = 0) andf vanishes atp of order m, thez v(p, Ff -< m. bparticglar ~(p, F) = (r3 
implies that f  vanishes at p of infinke order. 
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Proof. Suppose f  vanishes at p of order m < co. According to the Weier- 
strass-Malgrange preparation theorem, we may write in a neighborhood U of p, 
after introduction of suitable coordinates, f(x, y) = E(x, y) (y” + a,-r(x)~+~ + 
... + q,(x)), where E never vanishes, whereas all the a,: vanish at p. It follows 
that u(p, F) < m. 
LEMMS 3.2. Gizjen any set KC Iw’“, ; f  K has a point x with V(X, K) < co, 
it also has a point p with v(p, K) = 1. 
Proof. Let m - infx,, v(.v, K), and assume 1 < m < co. Then there is a 
point p E K, a neighborhood U of p, and coordinates (xl,..., xn--l, y) = (x’, y) 
in which p is the origin, so that U n KC ((x’, y): y” + ~~-~(‘lc’)y~-~ + -0. + 
a,(x’) = 0) with a,(O) = 0, k = O,..., m - I, as in Definition 3.1. Set g(x’, y) = 
y” + a,-,(x’)y’- + ... $- a,(x’), V, = ((x’, y): g(x’, y) = 0). There are m 
continuous functions prC(x’), K = 1,. .., m, in U such that g(x’, y) = n,“=, 
(y - pJx’)). Furthermore, introducing, if necessary, the change of coordinates 
r = y + ; (pl(x’) + * -* + p,,(x’)) = y - a+f) , f’ = AT’, 
we may suppose that pl(x’) + ... + pm(x’) = 0. 
Let q = (xi , yO) be a point of vg withy,, # 0. We may assume that pi(x,,) = y,, 
and pa(xJ + y. . Writing g as a product of linear factors in y, we conclude that 
there is an integer k < m so that ((a/+))Jdg(xh , yO) fi 0. Now Lemma 3.1 implies 
that if q E K, v(q, K) < v(q, V,) < k < m, contradicting the definition of m. 
Therefore U n K is contained in {y = O}. But this is equivalent to saying that 
v(p, K) = 1. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We consider the smallest closed subset K of J2, 
such that K ?< [0, T) contains supp u, and we shall prove that K is empty. 
We shall show that I(X, K) = a for a11 x E K. In view of Lemma 3.2 it is enough 
to rule out the case v(p, K) = 1. In fact, if v(p, K) = 1 we can arrange matters 
so that p = 0 and in a neighborhood U of the origin, K C {x : s* = 01. In 
U x (-T, T), u can be expressed as 
where 6’“) indicates the K-th derivative of the one-variable Dirac distribution 
and the Tks are distributions independent of .“n, which vanish for t < 0 and 
Tl,, .+ 0. ?ve have 
Lu = f  (&(Tk) + i’nil b$.JT,) + cTk) iW + ib,T, a’“+11 1 . (3.3) L=O j=l 
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The coefficient of SN’ in (3.3) is, setting X’ = (xl,...> ~+r), 
- i(i’V + 1) (& 6”) (x’, 0, t) T, + if&', 0, t> Th--1 = 0 (3.4) 
Now KCM, so bj(x’, 0, t) vanishes for t > 0,j = I,..., n; hence (3.4) reduces to 
2 TN ---(N-l- 1,(&y ) b, (x', 0, t) TN + c(x', 0, t) TX = 0 (3.5) 
This is an ordinary differential equation and since TN == 0 for t < 0, it follows 
that TV SE 0, a contradiction. Therefore ~(p, K) = 03 for everyp E I(. Applying 
Lemma 3.1 to the function x w @$(s, t), j = l,..., n, k E AT, where t c [0, T) 
is kept fixed, we obtain that for any multi-index 01, aZQtkbj(~‘, t) = 0,j = I,..., n, 
for x E K, t E [0, T). Therefore L reduces to a, + c when acting on u, and it 
follows that u = 0. 
REMARKS AND COMMENTS 
(1) The content of Lemma 2.1 is that under those hypothesis, L is globally 
hypoelliptic. This was suggested by the results in [l], for evolution equations. 
(2) The critical set ,,V is an increasing set-valued function X(T) of T. 
Heuristically one proves Theorem 2.1 by showing that to every point x in 52, ) 
there is a T such that either x E S”(T) or (after a redefinition of the operator for 
negative values of t) L is globally hypoelliptic in a neighborhood of 3 times 
LO, Tj. 
(3) There is no unique continuation of singularities across the critical 
set -,I’-, in general, as the folIowing simple example shows. If  b(t) = H( ---t&-lit’, 
B(t) = - j; b(s) Q’S we see that u(t, X) = sr e.iX’*eB(t)p df is a null solution of 
L = a, + yqa, , with sing. supp u = {O} x [O, T). 
(4) Our particular situation (order one, two variables) allows that para- 
metrix (2.12) be simpler than the general parametrix described in [4]. For 
instance, the “amplitude function” is independent of 6, and there is also no 
need for micro-localizing in both variables, thus, making it unnecessary the 
use of partitions of unity of Andersson-Hormander type. 
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